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The funniest and most popular sportswriter in America abandons his desk to caddy for some of the

worldâ€™s most famous golfersâ€”and some celebrity duffersâ€”with hilarious results in this New

York Times bestseller. Â  Who knows a golfer best? Whoâ€™s with them every minute of every

round, hears their muttering, knows whether they cheat? Their caddies, of course. So sportswriter

Rick Reilly figured that he could learn a lot about the players and their game by caddying, even

though he had absolutely no idea how to do it. Amazingly, some of the best golfers in the

worldâ€”including Jack Nicklaus, David Duval, Tom Lehman, John Daly, Jill McGill of the LPGA tour,

and Casey Martinâ€”agreed to let Reilly carry their bags at actual PGA and LPGA Tour events. To

round out his portrait of the golfing life, Reilly also persuaded Deepak Chopra and Donald Trump to

take him on as a caddy, accompanied the four highest-rolling golf hustlers in Las Vegas around the

course, and carried the bag for a blind golfer.  Between his hilarious descriptions of his own

ineptitude as a caddy and his insight into what makes the greats of golf so great, Reillyâ€™s wicked

wit and an expertâ€™s eye provide readers with the next best thing to a great round of golf.
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To really know someone, as the saying goes, you must walk a mile in their shoes. But to really

understand a golfer, you've got to work as their caddy. Sports Illustrated columnist Rick Reilly

managed to get some very intriguing golfers to let him lug their bag and write what he learned both

about the game and the folks who play it. Going hole to hole with them let Reilly know a different

side of veterans such as John Daly, David Duval, Tom Lehman, and Jack Nicklaus. But Reilly also



went beyond the pros to caddy for Deepak Chopra, Donald Trump, professional gambler Dewey

Tomko, and Bob Newhart. In some cases, the portraits that emerge fall directly in line with the

popular image but at other times it's just the opposite. Daly is sober but has shifted his addiction to

massive amounts of Diet Coke, candy, and marriages; Duval is intensely driven during rounds but

surprisingly laid back and friendly off the course; Chopra's inner peace is locked in a mortal battle

with the inherent frustrations of golf; and Trump manages to be both an egomaniac and a pretty nice

fellow. And although he's on assignment to profile his temporary employers, Reilly emerges as an

entertaining figure in his own right as he commits numerous faux pas, breaks taboos, infuriates

multiple golfers and caddies, accidentally dumps all of Nicklaus's clubs onto the turf in the middle of

a round, and discovers that caddying is tougher than it looks. Reilly walks a nice line with the tone of

Who's Your Caddy?: it's reverent to the game without becoming a misty-eyed poetic ode, and it's

laugh-out-loud funny without being nasty or low brow. And while golf fans will certainly appreciate it,

Who's Your Caddy? is an impressive book for fans of biography in general. --John Moe --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Hilarious misadventures, catty gossip and downright embarrassing facts are only part of the appeal

of this deftly written journal by Sports Illustrated writer Reilly (Missing Links). Caddying for a golf pro

just might be every amateur golfer's dream. Reilly managed to talk 11 players, media personalities

and one infamous gambler into letting him follow them inside the ropes, even though he had no

experience as a caddy and showed that fact so many times that John Daly nicknamed him

"Dumbshit." Consider spilling Jack Nicklaus's clubs out onto the wet ground, just as he asks you for

a new ball. Or leaving David Duval's golf clubs in the locker room overnight (the ones he won the

British Open with) and not being able to find them the next morning. Self-help guru Deepak Chopra

recently took up the game and proved that although he may be able to control the aging process,

hitting driver is beyond his mystical powers. Reilly gets serious while carrying Casey Martin's bag,

the pro golfer who sued the PGA Tour for the right to ride a golf cart during tournaments (Martin

suffers from a rare leg disorder that makes every step excruciatingly painful). Billionaire Donald

Trump, comedian Bob Newhart, beautiful LPGA pro Jill McGill, Tom Lehman (there's a "Jimmy

Stewart decency about him"), legendary gambler Dewey Tomko and blind golfer Bob Andrews

round out the field and provide Reilly ample inspiration for a truly funny, don't-miss read.Copyright

2003 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.



I was really pleased with Reilly's effort here. After initially hearing the author shilling the book on Jim

Rome back when it was first released on hardcover, I never had much of an inclination to read it.

I've found the bits of Reilly's work that I've read in SI often too sentimental and too snarky.In the

meantime I have picked up a fairly serious interest in golf, and when I stumbled across the book

again, I thought I would pick it up. "Who's Your Caddy?" won me over and proved that I had been

haboring a number of misconceptions.First, you needn't be a golfer to enjoy the work. There are

some moments where Reilly sinks into golf-speak of the kind that I think every weekend player

grows tired of by about the second tee when you're out playing with that clown from work or the

brother-in-law who's sporting a [...] putter, [...] irons, and a $1 million ego because he's a 4

handicapper. But, the book mostly takes a trip around the course that is accessible to golf novices.

Especially when Reilly joins amateurs like Donald Trump (I've always wanted to find a way to

plausibly refer to Trump as an amaetur) and Deepak Chopra for a round, the story moves quickly

and humorously.Reilly even convinced me that he isn't the guy I would have thought he had to be

after reading his SI work. Like the [...], naked under his raincoat, Reilly can't seem to help himself

from unleashing overweight sarcastic sidebars. These inhibit the best parts of the story, but with a

self-depricating twist that ususally leaves him as his own target, these diversions actually contained

some redeeming moments.Finally, he does descend into melodrama (the typical golf schlock type

stuff, i.e. golf is the great game that challenges your will and quickens your mind and personifies

American freedom), but only very rarely, and that restraint rescues the book from what might have

become the nonfiction take on Bagger Vance.Other reviews are right on target, this is not the kind of

Updike, Heinz, etc. sports writing that actually captures the humanity and value of sports on paper -

its silliness. But, on a summer afternoon when you'd rather save the $250 in greens fees and lost

balls, this book should do the trick.

Great insight into the world of professional golf and professional gambling. Rick Reilly puts himself

out there and is not afraid of self deprecating positions or honest comments about many egocentric

celebrities. Who's Your Caddy is a great read!J.g exumGreensboro NC

As always Rick Reilly's perspective on golf and life is a laugh a minute.......

Not a fan of golf really but I found this book to be very interesting and funny. If you have someone in

your life who is a golf fan - get this for them - it's a good read.



Pretty good read, moves well and some really funny spots. Not sure it would entertain non-golfers at

all, but still a good read.

Very pleased. Many thanks. A+++++

great book and Was exactly what my husband was looking for.

Rick Reilly is a talented humorist and that shows through in his profiles of various golfers who he got

to know by carrying their golf bags. If you are looking for a pleasant diversion (and not after great

insights into the human condition), this book is for you.
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